Seasonal variation of admission severity and outcomes in ischemic stroke - a consecutive hospital-based stroke registry.
Different morbidities and mortalities of ischemic stroke may occur among seasons. For detecting the seasonal variations of severity after stroke onset and prognosis, we employed a retrospective analysis on a prospective regional hospital-based stroke registry and included a total of 1039 consecutive patients with onset date from January 2014 to December 2015. Patients were divided into four groups according to the onset seasons. Baseline characteristics, stroke subtypes, admission National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score and modified Rankin Scale (mRS) score in 90 d were recorded and compared. Ordinal logistic regression was used to evaluate the association of seasons and severity or outcomes. Higher proportion of cardiac embolisms appeared in spring and winter (p < 0.001). The median admission NIHSS score was 5 in spring, 3 in summer, 4 in fall and 4 in winter (p = 0.036). After 90 d from onset, 40.5% of patients in spring suffered poor outcome (mRS 3-6), while 24.6% in summer, 33.9% in fall and 40.1% in winter (p < 0.001). After adjusted for age, sex, stroke subtypes and other covariates, patients in spring and winter had 1.76 times (95%CI 1.14-2.70, p = 0.010) and 1.53 times (95%CI 1.08-2.18, p = 0.017) the risk of suffering higher severity category than patients in summer, respectively. Compared with summer group, risk of worse outcomes at 90 d increased to 2.30 times in spring (95%CI 1.53-3.45, p < 0.001), 1.57 times in fall (95%CI 1.14-2.16, p = 0.006) and 2.09 times in winter (95%CI 1.50-2.91, p < 0.001), respectively. In conclusion, onset seasons were associated with severity and outcomes in ischemic stroke, and patients admitted in spring and winter had more severity and worse outcomes than patients in summer.